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ABSTRACT

Spatial patterns of local climate feedback and equilibrium partial temperature responses are produced from

eight general circulation models with slab oceans forced by doubling carbon dioxide (CO2). The analysis is

extended to other forcing mechanisms with theMet Office Hadley Centre slab ocean climate model version 3

(HadSM3). In agreement with previous studies, the greatest intermodel differences are in the tropical cloud

feedbacks. However, the greatest intermodel spread in the equilibrium temperature response comes from the

water vapor plus lapse rate feedback, not clouds, disagreeing with a previous study. Although the surface

albedo feedback contributes most in the annual mean to the greater warming of high latitudes, compared to

the tropics (polar amplification), its effect is significantly ameliorated by shortwave cloud feedback. In dif-

ferent seasons the relative importance of the contributions varies considerably, with longwave cloudy-sky

feedback and horizontal heat transport plus ocean heat release playing amajor role during winter and autumn

when polar amplification is greatest. The greatest intermodel spread in annualmean polar amplification is due

to variations in horizontal heat transport and shortwave cloud feedback. Spatial patterns of local climate

feedback for HadSM3 forced with 23CO2,12% solar, low-level scattering aerosol and high-level absorbing

aerosol are more similar than those for different models forced with 2 3 CO2. However, the equilibrium

temperature response to high-level absorbing aerosol shows considerably enhanced polar amplification

compared to the other forcing mechanisms, largely due to differences in horizontal heat transport and water

vapor plus lapse rate feedback, with the forcing itself acting to reduce amplification. Such variations in high-

latitude response between models and forcing mechanisms make it difficult to infer specific causes of recent

Arctic temperature change.

1. Introduction

Complex three-dimensional general circulation climate

models (GCMs) are extensively used tomake projections

of temperature change due to radiative forcings such as

that caused by a doubling of CO2. Different climate

models give a wide range of global mean equilibrium

surface temperature responses and the likely range of

28–4.58C of warming for a doubling of CO2 has little

changed from previous Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-

mate Change (IPCC) reports to the latest (Meehl et al.

2007) despite model improvements. This range princi-

pally arises from differences in internal processes that

either amplify or dampen the response to the external

forcing (climate feedbacks). Any process that responds to

temperature change and directly or indirectly affects the

radiative balance may be considered a feedback. Feed-

back studies havemostly concentrated on quantifying the

global mean feedbacks due to changes in surface albedo,

water vapor, lapse rate, and clouds (e.g., Bony et al. 2006).

A number of studies have looked at the spatial pattern of

feedback strength, but these have generally been either

an assessment of multiple feedbacks in one model (e.g.,

Colman 2002; Boer and Yu 2003), an assessment of one

feedback in multiple models (e.g., Winton 2006a), and/or

application of a new method to estimate feedback pat-

terns (e.g., Soden et al. 2008; Winton 2006a). They also
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usually assess the local contribution to the global mean

feedback rather than the local feedback itself.

A number of methods have previously been used to

determine feedback parameters (Bony et al. 2006).

These vary in how they determine the radiation change

due to a particular feedback, but they may also be

affected by the definition of forcing used. It has been

shown that in the global mean to first order there is

a linear relationship between radiative forcing F and

equilibrium surface temperature response DTs,eq, such

that DTs,eq 5 lF (Forster et al. 2007). The proportion-

ality constant l is known as the climate sensitivity

parameter and its negative inverse Y 5 21/l, as the

‘‘signed’’ climate feedback parameter (taking the neg-

ative means that Y is a negative number representing

an overall negative feedback). The radiative forcing

is generally taken as that at the tropopause or top of

atmosphere (TOA) after the stratosphere has been

allowed to adjust to radiative equilibrium (Forster et al.

2007). However, a number of studies have shown that

the climate sensitivity parameter calculated using this

standard definition of forcing varies considerably for

different forcing mechanisms, particularly when the

forcing pattern is geographically inhomogeneous, such

as changes in ozone and absorbing aerosol (Hansen et al.

1997; Forster et al. 2000; Joshi et al. 2003; Shine et al.

2003; Forster et al. 2007). Absorption of radiation by

absorbing aerosols leads to local heating, altering the

vertical temperature, humidity, and cloud profiles.

These relatively rapid adjustments to the troposphere

cause TOA radiative flux adjustments before the surface

temperature changes, which, therefore, may be consid-

ered part of the forcing rather than the feedback. Rapid

tropospheric adjustments have also been found in CO2

forcing (Gregory and Webb 2008; Andrews and Forster

2008), although these are smaller than those seen for

absorbing aerosols. When the troposphere-adjusted forc-

ing is used, the climate sensitivity parameter is generally

much more constant for different forcing mechanisms

(Shine et al. 2003; Hansen et al. 2005; Forster et al.

2007). Differences in the climate sensitivity parameter

are then due to differences in the pattern of feedback

related to different mean climate states and differ-

ences in the local contribution to the global mean

feedback. The troposphere-adjusted forcing can be

calculated from fixed sea surface temperature integra-

tions (Hansen et al. 2005), fixed sea and land surface

temperature integrations (Shine et al. 2003), or a re-

gression method (Gregory et al. 2004). Regression of

the radiative flux changes against the surface temper-

ature change over the period when the climate is ad-

justing (Gregory et al. 2004; Forster and Taylor 2006;

Gregory and Webb 2008, Andrews and Forster 2008;

Williams et al. 2008) gives a slope of Y and an intercept

of Fregr, the troposphere-adjusted forcing.

Observations suggest that the Arctic has warmed at

twice the rate of the global mean over the last 100 years

(Trenberth et al. 2007). All climate models from the

World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) also

show greater surface temperature response at high lati-

tudes than low latitudes. However, the extent of this

polar amplification varies considerably, with the range

between the coupled ocean–atmosphere models of sim-

ulated transient Arctic warming at the point of doubling

of CO2 being 1.5 to 4.5 times the global mean (Holland

and Bitz 2003). It has been shown that, although the snow

and ice feedbacks play an important role in polar am-

plification, other feedback processes also play a part

(Forster et al. 2000; Hall 2004; Alexeev et al. 2005; Cai

2006; Winton 2006b; Cai and Lu 2007; Lu and Cai 2009a;

Graversen and Wang 2009). However, the relative con-

tributions of these feedbacks to polar amplification and

why it varies between models is not fully understood.

In this study, we determine the spatial pattern of local

feedback using the regression method of Gregory et al.

(2004) from eight slab ocean CMIP3 climate models,

forced with doubled CO2. We break down the equilib-

rium surface temperature response pattern for each

model into components due to each feedback, the hori-

zontal transport of heat, and the troposphere-adjusted

forcing. We also quantify the contribution of these com-

ponents to polar amplification. We apply the same anal-

ysis to the results from idealized aerosol perturbation

experiments as well as 23 CO2 and12% solar constant

experiments using the HadSM3 GCM to investigate how

feedback patterns vary between forcing mechanisms.

Our methods are described in section 2. The data for

the CMIP3 models and our Hadley Centre slab ocean

climate model version 3 (HadSM3) experiments are

presented in sections 3a and 3b, respectively. The re-

sults are described in section 4, and final conclusions

are given in section 5.

2. Methods

a. Determination of local feedback

The vertically integrated energy budget is given by

dDH

dt
5DA1DR, (1)

where dDH/dt is the rate of change of energy content

of the column, that is, heat storage, DA is the change in

horizontal heat convergence, and DR is the change in

TOA net downward radiative flux. Here, DR can ap-

proximated as a forcing term F and a feedback term,
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which in turn can be approximated as a linear function

of the surface temperature response DTs, with the

proportionality constant being the climate feedback pa-

rameter Y:

DR’F1YDT
s
. (2)

All terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) are functions of time and

space, although we assume that the feedback parame-

ter does not change with time. Under large surface

temperature responses it is likely that the feedback

parameter will change, for example, once most of the

snow and ice has gone the albedo feedback would re-

duce dramatically.

As in the cloud radiative forcing (CRF) method (Cess

et al. 1990, 1996), we decompose Eq. (2) into longwave

and shortwave components and then further into clear-

sky and cloudy-sky (all-sky minus clear-sky) compo-

nents giving longwave clear-sky (LWCS) and cloudy-sky

(LWCRF) and shortwave clear-sky (SWCS) and cloudy-

sky (SWCRF) feedback parameters (see also Gregory

and Webb 2008):

DR
SW

1DR
LW

’F
SW

1F
LW

1Y
SW

DT
s
1Y

LW
DT

s
,

(3)

where

DR
SW

5DR
SWCS

1DR
SWCRF

and

DR
LW

5DR
LWCS

1DR
LWCRF

; and

DR
SWCS

5F
SWCS

1Y
SWCS

DT
s
, (4)

DR
SWCRF

5F
SWCRF

1Y
SWCRF

DT
s
, (5)

DR
LWCS

5F
LWCS

1Y
LWCS

DT
s
, and (6)

DR
LWCRF

5F
LWCRF

1Y
LWCRF

DT
s
. (7)

The feedback parameter for shortwave clear sky ismostly

due to the surface albedo feedback with a small negative

contribution from water vapor changes. The longwave

clear-sky feedback parameter is due to the water vapor

and lapse rate feedbacks as well as the Planck feed-

back (due to Stefan–Boltzmann blackbody emission).

The shortwave and longwave cloudy-sky feedbacks are

mainly due to changes in cloud amount and properties.

However, masking effects where noncloud feedbacks

depend on whether the sky is cloudy or not (Zhang et al.

1994; Colman 2003; Soden et al. 2004) mean that part of

the diagnosed cloudy-sky feedback should really be

considered part of the clear-sky feedback.

An alternative way to split the shortwave component

is to use the method of Winton (2006a). This estimates

the shortwave flux change due to the change in surface

albedo DRAlb_f using a parameterization of the relation-

ship between planetary and surface albedo. From this we

can determine the surface albedo feedback:

DR
Alb f

’Y
Alb

DT
s
. (8)

Assuming that water vapor feedback effects on short-

wave radiation are minimal, the difference between the

total shortwave radiative flux change and this surface

albedo radiative flux change gives the shortwave forc-

ing component plus the shortwave radiative flux change

associated with cloud changes, and therefore, can be used

to find a true shortwave cloud feedback:

DR
SW

� DR
Alb f

’F
SW

1Y
SWCL

DT
s
. (9)

The difference between the shortwave clear-sky feed-

back and the surface albedo feedback can be used to

give a measure of the shortwave cloud-masking effect.

The local feedback parameters and troposphere-

adjusted forcing components were determined using

Eqs. (4)–(9) applied at different spatial scales by perform-

ing a linear regression of each localDR component against

the local DTs for the years before equilibrium is reached,

following themethod ofGregory et al. (2004). Regressions

were performed on the global means, the polar regions

(608–908N and 608–908S), the tropics (308S–308N), and

the zonal means at the resolution of the model for both

annual means and seasonal means, and on each 108 3

108 grid box for annual means. Regressions at all spa-

tial scales were also performed on the total radiative

flux change to find a total feedback parameter and to-

tal troposphere-adjusted forcing [Eq. (3)]. This allowed

us to check that the total feedback and forcing were

the same as the sum of the feedback and forcing com-

ponents.We discuss the validity of linear regression at

different spatial scales in section 4a. Local feedback

parameters were also calculated using Eqs. (4)–(9)

at equilibrium and the stratosphere-adjusted forcing

components where they were available. The results

from the two forcing definitions are compared in

section 4b.

The longwave clear-sky feedback is further broken

down into a Planck feedback term and a water vapor

plus lapse rate feedback term:

DR
LWCS

5F
LWCS

1 (Y
WV1LR

1Y
Planck

)DT
s
. (10)

The Planck feedback term was determined by a partial

radiative perturbation (PRP)method using the Edwards

Slingo radiative transfer code as employed in Rap et al.
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(2010). Three-dimensional temperature and specific

humidity profiles were obtained for each model using

the climatological monthly mean from the control run

and the equilibrium monthly mean from the 2 3 CO2

run. For the control case the temperature was uniformly

incremented by 1, 2, 3, and 4 K and the corresponding

change in longwave TOA radiative flux was obtained

under clear-sky conditions. For the 2 3 CO2 case the

temperature was uniformly decremented by 1, 2, 3, and

4 K and the corresponding change in longwave TOA

radiative flux was obtained under clear-sky conditions.

The Planck feedback parameters for the control and 23

CO2 cases were determined by regressing the change in

TOA radiative flux against the uniform temperature

change. The mean of these two values was taken as the

Planck feedback acting during the 2 3 CO2 simulation.

We used regression to check that the Planck feedback

was constant over the range of temperature responses

typically seen in the 23CO2 experiments.We found the

Planck feedback for the 2 3 CO2 case was slightly less

negative than that for the control case. This is because in

our PRP method we are incrementing the temperature

in the control above the tropical equilibrium 2 3 CO2

temperature and likewise decrementing the tempera-

ture in the equilibrium 2 3 CO2 below the tropical

control temperature and we would expect Planck feed-

back to be more negative at higher temperatures. The

greatest difference (0.1 W m22 K21, i.e., ;2.5%) was

found in the tropics where the surface temperature re-

sponse to 2 3 CO2 is smallest.

The Planck feedback is strongly negative and domi-

nates the other feedbacks giving an overall negative

feedback, allowing the radiative response to oppose the

forcing and a new equilibrium to be reached. At equi-

librium, dDH/dt goes to zero in the annual mean and

in the global mean DA goes to zero, leaving us with

F 5 �YDT
s,eq where the overbar indicates a globalmean.

In other words, Ygm 5 YDT
s,eq/DTs,eq, or the local con-

tribution to the global mean feedback is equal to the local

feedback weighted by the local equilibrium surface tem-

perature response.

b. Determination of equilibrium partial temperature

changes

The energy balance Eq. (1) combined with Eqs. (3)–

(9) (see also Lu and Cai 2009b) can be used to determine

local partial temperature changes due to each feedback,

horizontal heat transport, heat storage, and the forcing:

dDH

dt
� DA5F1DR

Alb f
1DR

SWCL f
1DR

Planck

1DR
WV1LR f

1DR
LWCRF f

, (11)

where DRAlb_f, DRSWCL_f, DRPlanck, DRWV1LR_f, and

DRLWCRF_f are the changes in radiative flux due to the

surface albedo feedback, the shortwave cloud (Winton)

feedback, the Planck feedback, the water vapor plus

lapse rate feedback, and the longwave cloudy-sky

(CRF) feedback, respectively, and for each feedback

DRi_f 5 DRi-Fi ’ YiDTs. After replacing DRPlanck with

YplanckDTs, where YPlanck is the Planck feedback pa-

rameter determined earlier, and rearranging Eq. (11)

we obtain

DT
s
5

�1

Y
Planck

�
dDH

dt
1DA1F1DR

Alb f

�

1DR
SWCL f

1DR
WV1LR f

1DR
LWCRF f

�

. (12)

The terms on the right-hand side therefore give the partial

temperature changes due to the release of heat stored, the

change in horizontal heat transport, the forcing, and the

feedbacks. At equilibrium in the annual mean, dDH/dt

goes to zero and the DR term becomes entirely due to

the change in horizontal heat transport.

The equilibrium partial temperature changes for the

feedbacks were calculated from DRi_f5DRi-Fi using the

archived stratosphere-adjusted forcing (where avail-

able) and the forcing obtained from regressions Fregr.

The standard deviations in these equilibrium partial

temperature changes from regression were calculated

from the standard deviation of the corresponding Fregr

component.

c. Determination of polar amplification contributions

Polar amplification was quantified by Holland and

Bitz (2003) for the Northern Hemisphere (NH) as the

mean temperature response poleward of 758N divided

by the global mean temperature response. There is no

strict definition of the polar region; different studies

have used different equatorward boundaries. Given that

in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) the sea ice extends

considerably farther equatorward than 758S, we chose to

define the NH and SH polar regions symmetrically as

608– 908N, and 608–908S, respectively (hence our choice

of regressions in these regions). Some of the feedbacks

have the effect of warming quite uniformly, whereas

others cool in some places and warm in others, so only

comparing the equilibrium partial temperature responses

in the polar region does not give a full understanding of

contributions to polar amplification. Therefore, we use

the normalized difference in the warming between

polar and tropical regions for each partial temperature

contribution, determined from the regressions in these

regions, so that the NH and SH partial polar amplifi-

cations are defined respectively as
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Amp
NH,i

5
DT

i,60N�90N
� DT

i,30N�30S

DT
and (13)

Amp
SH,i

5
DT

i,60S�90S
� DT

i,30N�30S

DT
. (14)

This means when there is no partial polar amplification

our metric will be zero.

3. Model data

a. 2 3 CO2 experiments

The eight slab ocean models from the CMIP3 multi-

model dataset with results available for the whole of the

integration from 2 3 CO2 experiments were chosen.

These models have equilibrium surface temperature

changes across most of the range given in Meehl et al.

(2007) (see Table 1). The differences in seasonal and

annual mean TOA radiative flux components and sur-

face temperature data compared to those in the equiv-

alent control run were determined at each grid box. The

methods for determining local feedback parameters,

equilibrium partial temperature responses, and contri-

butions to polar amplification as described in section 2

were applied.

b. HadSM3 experiments

N. Stuber et al. (2011, manuscript in preparation)

carried out a number of idealized aerosol perturbation

experiments as well as 23CO2 and12% solar constant

experiments using HadSM3 to investigate mechanisms

of tropospheric adjustment. HadSM3 (Williams et al.

2001), the slab ocean configuration of theHadley Centre

UnifiedModel (v.4.5), includes the direct and semidirect

effects of aerosols but not the indirect effects. A globally

homogeneous layer of either purely scattering (single

scattering albedo5 1) or partially absorbing aerosol was

introduced at one of low-cloud level (LC), middle-cloud

level (MC), high-cloud level (HC), or a tropopause-

following level (UT). For the absorbing aerosol they

chose a single scattering albedo of 0.75 to result in

warming for the LC case. The mixture of aerosols in the

real world has been estimated to have a single scattering

albedo of 0.8–0.96 (Hansen et al. 1997). Their study

showed that the surface temperature response to a purely

scattering aerosol perturbation is largely independent of

the height at which the perturbation is applied, but for

absorbing aerosol the response is strongly dependent on

the height of the perturbation, with some cases giving

surface warming and others giving surface cooling in

agreement with Hansen et al. (1997). The climate was

less sensitive to scattering aerosol than CO2 at all alti-

tudes regardless of whether the standard instantaneous/

stratosphere-adjusted forcing or the regression tropo-

sphere-adjusted forcing was used. For absorbing aerosol

it was not possible to predict the sign of the temperature

response using the standard forcing and the climate

sensitivity parameter determined from the regression

forcing was greater than that for 2 3 CO2 for all per-

turbation heights except for the MC case.

We took the radiative flux and surface air temperature

outputs of these 2 3 CO2, 12% solar constant, HC ab-

sorbing aerosol (HCabs), and LC scattering aerosol

(LCscat) experiments. Although not realistic, these two

aerosol experiments were chosen as they give a good

range of climate sensitivity parameters and radiative

forcing even after allowing for tropospheric adjustments

(see Table 3) and therefore will provide a good test of

how constant the pattern of feedbacks are under dif-

ferent forcing patterns. Despite the aerosol perturbation

being applied homogeneously across the world, both the

instantaneous forcing and troposphere-adjusted forcing

were far from homogeneous. The methods for deter-

mining local feedback parameters, equilibrium partial

temperature responses, and contributions to polar am-

plification using the regression forcing as described in

section 2 were applied. In the case of the Planck feed-

back, we did not have access to the three-dimensional

specific humidity and temperature fields and therefore

used the CMIP3 multimodel mean for all HadSM3

TABLE 1. 2 3 CO2 experiments equilibrium temperature response and polar amplification.

Model

Global mean DT at

equilibrium (K)

Annual mean NH polar

amplification [Eq. (13)]

Annual mean SH polar

amplification [Eq. (14)]

GISS ER 2.72 0.52 0.11

NCAR CCSM3.0 2.74 0.71 0.87

GFDL CM2.0 2.94 0.85 0.38

CSIRO Mk3.0 3.08 0.66 0.54

MRI CGCM2.3.2a 3.22 0.45 0.78

CCCma CGCM3.1 (T47) 3.65 0.83 0.93

MIROC 3.2 (medium res.) 4.00 1.05 0.65

UKMO HadGEM1 4.45 1.07 0.72

Multimodel mean 3.35 0.80 0.64
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forcing mechanisms. The intermodel differences in

CMIP3 Planck feedback are very small and therefore we

believe that using a model-specific Planck feedback

parameter would make little difference to our results.

4. Results

a. How well does the linear model of feedback fit?

The goodness of fitwas determined using anF test from

the linear regressions. In the global mean, the linear

model of feedback generally fits very well for all com-

ponents (p value’ 1), agreeing with previous work (e.g.,

Gregory and Webb 2008). However, for one CMIP3

model in the annual mean and a few models in different

seasons the longwave and/or shortwave cloud global

mean regressions gave a p value as low as 0.2. In these

cases, the feedback parameter was very small so there is

virtually no correlation between radiative flux change and

surface temperature change. The regressions in the polar

regions and tropics generally gave good linear fits in the

annual mean but in some seasons for some models the

tropical shortwave cloud feedback gave a poor linear fit

(p value , 0.1). As with the global mean, this again was

due to the feedback being very small. When the p value

becomes less than 0.1 this may suggest the linear analysis

becomes seriously questionable. However, the error in

the feedback in these cases is not large. Where we show

results from these regressions we also show the associated

errors, where possible, which we believe give a better

indication of the appropriateness of the linear model. In

the zonal mean, we again found for all feedbacks in all

seasons and the annualmean the p value dropped to;0.1

when the feedback parameter was very small, that is,

crosses the zero line. This happens more often for cloud

feedbacks. It also happens for a few models in some

seasons for water vapor plus lapse rate feedback near the

equator when the water vapor plus lapse rate and Planck

feedbacks completely oppose each other, although gen-

erally the longwave clear-sky regressions are very good.

The regressions on the multimodel mean of the radiative

flux and temperature changes were generally better in all

seasons than those for individual models because taking

a mean of multiple simulations averages out some noise.

The standard deviations obtained from the regressions

are still small compared to the variations in the feedback

parameter across the latitudes, and thus we believe the

overall patterns of feedback are robust. We looked at

a random sample of the residuals plotted against the ex-

pected DRs andmostly found these residuals were evenly

distributed suggesting our linear model is appropriate.

Only in three cases [for albedo feedback around 608S for

the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organisation mark 3.0 (CSIRO Mk3.0), Met Office

(UKMO) Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model

version 1 (HadGEM1), and theModel for Interdisciplinary

Research on Climate 3.2, medium-resolution version

(MIROC 3.2fmedresg)] was there any suggestion of non-

linearity. In these cases, the albedo feedback is reducing

slightly as the temperature increases. This also has the ef-

fect of giving a nonzero intercept, which we do not expect

for the Winton shortwave albedo regressions. Figure 1

shows the annual mean zonal mean regressions for the

UKMO HadGEM1 model (good linear fits) and the

Meteorological Research Institute Coupled General

Circulation Model, version 2.3.2a (MRI CGCM2.3.2a)

model (worst linear fits) at 608S (one of the best loca-

tions for linear fit) and 308N (one of the worst locations

for linear fit). Performing the regressions in each 108 3

108 grid box gave poor linear fits (p value, 0.2) in many

locations for the surface albedo, shortwave cloud and

longwave cloudy-sky components, and over a few trop-

ical locations for the longwave clear-sky component.

Given these results we suggest our linear analysis is not

applicable to 108 3 108 grid boxes but is applicable to

zonal means. We therefore concentrate our discussions

on results from zonal mean regressions and from polar

and tropical regressions, and we only discuss the fea-

tures where linear fit is good.

b. Comparison between different forcing definitions

The annualmean forcing determined by regression and

the archived stratosphere-adjusted forcing, where avail-

able, are shown for each model in Fig. 2. The regression

forcing follows a similar pattern to the stratosphere-

adjusted forcing, being positive everywhere with a max-

imum near the equator and minima at the poles. The

stratosphere-adjusted forcing is mostly within plus/minus

two standard deviations of the regression forcing, but we

would expect differences owing to rapid tropospheric

adjustments. The feedback parameters and the equi-

librium partial temperature changes for the 2 3 CO2

CMIP3 experiments, as calculated from the stratosphere-

adjusted forcing (where available) and the mean equi-

librium radiative flux and surface temperature changes,

showed a similar zonal mean pattern to those calculated

by regression. The differences between the two methods

are significant in a small number of latitudes, particularly

for the cloud-related components, but the feedback pa-

rameters and equilibrium partial temperature changes

from the stratosphere-adjusted forcing are generally

within plus/minus two standard deviations of those calcu-

lated using Fregr (not shown). Our global mean regressions

give very similar results to those of Gregory and Webb

(2008) and Andrews and Forster (2008), who show there
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is a small but significant tropospheric adjustment in the

global mean forcing for CO2. Small differences between

the methods in the zonal mean may add up to more sig-

nificant differences in the global mean (note that errors

in the zonal means are greater than in the global mean).

Many studies have shown that for aerosols, the difference

between the instantaneous/stratosphere-adjusted and

troposphere-adjusted forcing is considerable and argue

that the rapid tropospheric adjustments should be in-

cludedwithin the forcing rather than the feedback,making

the climate sensitivity parameter closer to that for 23CO2

(Hansen et al. 1997, 2005; Shine et al. 2003; Lohmann

et al. 2010). Our own work supports this in that the zonal

mean pattern of feedback parameters for the HadSM3

HCabs experiment, as calculated from the instanta-

neous forcing, was unphysical (e.g., longwave feedback

calculated from the instantaneous forcing has values of

around2100 W m22 K21 in some latitudes, not shown).

Therefore, only the results from the regression method

are discussed further.

c. Patterns of feedback from 2 3 CO2 experiments

Figure 3 shows the shortwave clear-sky feedback,

shortwave cloudy-sky (CRF) feedback, surface albedo

(Winton) feedback, and shortwave cloud (Winton)

feedback for the National Center for Atmospheric Re-

search (NCAR) Community Climate System Model,

version 3 (CCSM3.0) model for annual means. We also

show the plus/minus two standard deviation in the

feedbacks from the regressions to show the typical er-

rors in our zonal mean feedbacks. This figure shows that

clouds provide masking of the surface albedo feedback

in the cryosphere regions reducing its strength to about

half that of the shortwave clear-sky feedback. This is

true of all seasons and typical of all the models analyzed,

although the strength of the masking does vary to some

extent. Note that Qu and Hall (2006) determined that

changes in planetary albedo are about half the change in

surface albedo and that this fraction did not vary con-

siderably between the 17 models analyzed. The shortwave

CRF feedbacks and the Winton feedbacks behave very

similarly in tropical regions showing that cloudmasking has

little effect on this region.

The feedback parameters from the zonal mean re-

gressions for annual means and all models are shown in

Fig. 4, and feedback parameters for the multimodel

mean zonal mean regressions for seasonal means are

shown in Fig. 5. The multimodel mean feedback pat-

terns show seasonal behavior typical of most models.

FIG. 1. Examples of illustrative zonal mean regres-

sions of DR against DTs for two models at 608S and

308N.
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The Planck feedback (Figs. 4a and 5a) is negative ev-

erywhere and is the most uniform feedback across lati-

tudes, but it is slightlymore negative in the tropics owing

to its higher temperatures. It varies seasonally more in

higher latitudes where there is greater seasonal variation

in temperature.

The shortwave feedbacks obviously have no effect

poleward of about 658 during the winter when sunlight is

absent. The SH sea ice zone shows very strong positive

surface albedo feedback in the SH spring and summer

and a much less positive surface albedo feedback in

the SH autumn and winter (Fig. 5b). This peak tends to

move poleward through the SH spring and summer,

following the northern edge of the sea ice as it retreats

poleward and more solar radiation reaches higher lati-

tudes. The greatest variation between models in the

location of this peak (up to 58) occurs in the SH spring,

whereas the greatest variation in the height (strength of

the feedback) of this peak (up to 12 W m22 K21) occurs

in the SH summer (not shown). The surface albedo

feedback poleward of 808S is very small in all seasons.

From 508S to 258N there is essentially no surface albedo

feedback in any season.

In the NH there is positive surface albedo feedback in

the annualmean from 258 to 908N.This positive feedback

is constrained to 258–558N in the NHwinter owing to the

absence of sunlight in high latitudes. The peak centered

on 338N (Fig. 4b) is due to the Himalaya. In the NH

spring the greatest surface albedo feedback is from 458 to

758N mainly because of snow over land, whereas during

the NH summer the peak narrows and moves poleward.

Snow over land has largelymelted by the summer but the

sea ice melts later in the year. There is very little surface

albedo feedback in the NH autumn when snow and ice

coverage is small. The eight models behave very differ-

ently in the NH summer poleward of 808N (differences

FIG. 2. Annual mean, zonal mean forcing for CMIP3 models. The solid black lines show the forcing determined from regression and the

dotted lines show the archived stratosphere-adjusted forcing where available. The gray lines show 62s for the regression forcing.
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.10 W m22 K21) where three models have a surface

albedo feedback that becomes negative (not shown). For

most of these models the error in the feedback at these

high latitudes during summer is quite large and, there-

fore, these results should be interpreted with caution.

The Goddard Institute for Space Studies Model E-R

(GISS-ER) behaves quite differently to other models in

having the weakest annual mean surface albedo feed-

back in the SH sea ice zone but the strongest annual

mean surface albedo feedback in the Himalaya (Fig. 4b).

This weak annual mean surface albedo feedback in the

SH sea ice zone contributes to it having one of the

smaller equilibrium temperature changes and a small SH

polar amplification (see Table 1).

The shortwave cloud (Winton) feedback (Figs. 4c and

5c) generally shows strong negative feedback collocated

with the positive surface albedo feedback. Low cloud

tends to increase where sea ice melts leading to the anti-

correlation between surface albedo and shortwave cloud

feedback. However, the strength of this anticorrelation

varies with models, and for the Canadian Centre for Cli-

mate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) Coupled General

Circulation Model, version 3.1 (CGCM3.1) (T47) there is

no correlation at all (Fig. 4c). In low and mid latitudes

there is considerable difference (up to 4–7 W m22 K21

depending on the season) between models in shortwave

cloud (Winton) feedback (not shown), although the errors

in the feedbackmay be up to62 W m22 K21 here. This is

also true for the longwave cloudy sky feedback (differ-

ences up to 5 W m22 K21) (not shown). The longwave

cloudy-sky feedback (Figs. 4e and 5e) tends to be anti-

correlated with the shortwave cloud (Winton) feedback,

FIG. 3. Annual mean, zonal mean shortwave feedback parame-

ters for the NCARCCSM3.0model forced with 23CO2. The solid

line uses the CRF method, and the dotted line uses the Winton

(2006a) method. The gray lines indicate 62s.

FIG. 4. Annual mean, zonal mean feedback parameters for the different models forced with 2 3 CO2.
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although this is much clearer in spring and autumn and is

not the case in highNH latitudes in summer.More cloud in

general would lead to more shortwave reflection (negative

feedback) but more trapping of longwave radiation (pos-

itive feedback).

The water vapor plus lapse rate feedback (Figs. 4d and

5d) is generally positive everywhere and tends to be

higher in the tropics. However, negative water vapor

plus lapse rate feedback is found in summer for MIROC

3.2 and UKMO HadGEM1 around 808N (not shown)

and for themultimodel mean poleward of 808N, but note

that the errors are quite large here. In the tropics, there

is more intermodel spread (up to 2 W m22 K21) (not

shown). It should be noted that, unlike our shortwave

analysis, our methodology cannot evaluate cloud-

masking effects in the longwave; if these had been taken

into account this feedback strength would have been

reduced (Soden et al. 2008). The lapse rate feedback has

been shown to be negative in the tropics and positive at

high latitudes (Bony et al. 2006) suggesting that the

feedback due to water vapor alone must be particularly

high in the tropics. The clear tropical pattern in the

NCAR CCSM3.0 model with significantly different

feedback strength in each hemisphere is seen in the

water vapor plus lapse rate feedback and both cloud

feedbacks (Fig. 4). It is likely that water vapor and cloud

amount are positively correlated (Soden et al. 2008).

d. Equilibrium partial temperature changes from

2 3 CO2 experiments

Not surprisingly, the patterns of equilibrium partial

temperature changes for the different feedbacks are

similar to the patterns of feedbacks themselves, but

high-latitude temperatures are enhanced because the

magnitude of the Planck feedback is less at high lati-

tudes [note we are dividing by the Planck feedback to

obtain the temperature change, Eq. (12)] and the temper-

ature change required to balance the forcing is therefore

greater at high latitudes (Joshi et al. 2003). Also the tem-

perature response due to each feedback is affected by the

strength of other feedbacks.

The surface albedo feedback gives a positive temper-

ature change that is greatest in high latitudes in spring and

summer (Fig. 6a). The spread of surface albedo feedback

equilibrium partial temperature changes between the

different models is also greatest for these seasons (up to

12 K for the SH sea ice zone and;5 K for the NH polar

region) (not shown).

The shortwave cloud (Winton) feedback tends to cool

the high latitudes and warm the low latitudes with the

FIG. 5. 2 3 CO2 experiments multimodel mean, zonal mean feedback parameters for each season.
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greatest high-latitude cooling occurring in the spring and

summer (Fig. 6b). There is a large intermodel spread of

shortwave cloud (Winton) equilibrium partial temper-

ature changes in the tropics in all seasons (;4 K) and in

high latitudes in summer (;7 K) (not shown).

The water vapor plus lapse rate feedback tends to

warm the NH mid- to high latitudes and the SH sea ice

zone most in autumn and winter (Fig. 6c). The inter-

model spread in the polar regions in these seasons is

;3 K (not shown). Given that this feedback has not

been adjusted for the masking effect of clouds in the

longwave, the water vapor plus lapse rate feedback

equilibrium partial temperature change would likely be

less positive than shown.

The longwave cloudy-sky feedback tends to warm the

mid-to-high latitudes, particularly in autumn and winter

(Fig. 6d). The tropics show greatest spread between

models (;3 K) for the longwave cloudy-sky equilibrium

partial temperature change (not shown). With cloud-

masking effects removed, it is likely that the equilibrium

partial temperature change due to longwave cloud ef-

fects would be more positive than shown.

The equilibrium partial temperature change due to

the forcing is generally more uniform across latitudes

(Fig. 6e) but there is a spread of up to 2 K between

models (not shown). Errors in the equilibrium partial

temperature change due to the forcing, shortwave cloud,

and longwave cloudy-sky feedbacks can be up to 1 K

(not shown).

In the annual mean when our transport term just in-

cludes meridional heat transport, it can be seen that

there is decreased transport of heat into the SH sea ice

zone, counteracting the strongly positive sea ice albedo

feedback (Fig. 6f). In the SH spring and summer when

the albedo feedback is strongest, our transport term,

which also includes the seasonal heat storage term, is

particularly negative in the SH sea ice zone. The same

effect can also be seen in the NH summer. In both

hemispheres in autumn and winter, the transport term

generally warms the high latitudes. The largest spread in

the temperature change due to our transport term be-

tweenmodels occurs in the high-latitude summers (up to

10 K in the SH and 8 K in the NH) (not shown). Further

analysis is required to separate the contributions from

heat storage and heat transport in the different seasons.

Lu and Cai (2009a) find longwave CRF and ocean heat

release contribute positively to the seasonal pattern of

high-latitude warming, but these are secondary to the

FIG. 6. 2 3 CO2 experiments multimodel mean, zonal mean equilibrium partial temperature

changes for each season.
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contribution from their clear-sky downward longwave

component. They use the surface energy budget to

perform their calculations and therefore do not separate

the components in the same way as us; their clear-sky

downward longwave component includes poleward

sensible and latent heat transport and the forcing as well

as water vapor feedback, and their vertical latent and

sensible heat fluxes (manifested as lapse rate feedback

and included with our water vapor feedback) and ocean

heat storage (included with our transport term) are

separated.

The global mean annual mean equilibrium partial

temperature changes were calculated from the zonal

mean regression results. We use the zonal mean re-

gression results so that the transport term is not lost in

the other terms, which would be the case if we used the

global mean regression results (DR goes to zero in the

annual globalmean at equilibrium).However, the results

are not very different from the global mean regression

results. The ensemble mean of these equilibrium par-

tial temperature changes for all the models plus/minus

two standard deviations and the multimodel mean

equilibrium partial temperature changes plus/minus two

standard deviations are shown in Table 2. We find the

water vapor plus lapse rate feedback contributes most

to the intermodel spread of equilibrium partial tem-

perature change. The shortwave cloud (Winton) feed-

back gives the second greatest intermodel spread. This

contrasts with Dufresne and Bony (2008) who find the

temperature contribution from cloud feedback contrib-

uted considerablymore intermodel spread than any other

feedback. Differences may be partly accounted for as

they used a stratosphere-adjusted forcing and performed

their calculations with coupled atmosphere–oceanmodels.

Andrews and Forster (2008) also found that use of the

regression forcing rather than the stratosphere-adjusted

forcing reduced the intermodel spread of cloud feedback.

We find that the equilibrium partial temperature change

due to the forcing gives the third greatest contribution to

intermodel spread.

e. Polar amplification contributions from 2 3 CO2

experiments

Both the NH and SH show the greatest warming during

their respectivewinters and the least warming during their

respective summers, whereas the tropics show little vari-

ation throughout the seasons (Fig. 6). The partial polar

amplifications for all models in each season and the an-

nual mean are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the NH and SH,

respectively. We also include the error (plus/minus two

standard deviations) for each partial polar amplification.

In all seasons, the transport term consists of contributions

from horizontal heat transport and heat storage.

In summer, there is virtually no polar amplification

especially in the NH despite there being a large warming

due to the surface albedo feedback. This is counteracted

largely by high-latitude cooling due to the transport

term and/or shortwave cloud (Winton) feedback. Lu and

Cai (2009a) also find the large contribution from surface

albedo feedback is counteracted by negative CRF in the

shortwave. For some models, the water vapor feedback

and/or forcing also warm the tropics considerably more

than the polar region.

In autumn and winter, the main positive contributors

to both the NH and SH polar amplification are the

transport term, followed by longwave cloudy-sky feed-

back. For some models, the water vapor plus lapse rate

feedback also has a non negligible contribution.

In spring, the main positive contributors to the both

theNHand SHpolar amplification are the surface albedo

feedback, followed by longwave cloudy-sky feedback,

although some models in the NH have a noteworthy

contribution from the transport term and water vapor

plus lapse rate feedback.

TABLE 2. 2 3 CO2 experiments annual mean, global mean equilibrium partial temperature changes and polar amplifications. Here,

a 5 mean of all models, and b 5 multimodel mean regression result.

Partial temperature

Global mean

DT 6 2s (K)

NH partial polar amp

[Eq. (13)] as % of total 6 2s

SH partial polar amp

[Eq. (14)] as % of total 6 2s

Surface albedo a 0.35 6 0.26 55.7 6 23.7 115.3 6 94.0

b 0.35 6 0.01 54.6 6 2.8 100.9 6 3.3

Shortwave cloud a 0.40 6 0.48 250.8 6 52.5 292.8 6 194.1

b 0.36 6 0.03 245.9 6 5.5 262.4 6 4.0

Water vapor plus lapse rate a 1.57 6 0.57 19.2 6 27.3 29.2 6 134.1

b 1.56 6 0.01 22.8 6 2.0 17.1 6 2.8

Longwave cloudy sky a 0.12 6 0.23 41.9 6 32.2 72.7 6 129.7

b 0.12 6 0.02 39.8 6 2.5 55.2 6 2.9

Forcing a 0.91 6 0.30 29.5 6 19.0 25.6 6 38.0

b 0.95 6 0.02 26.9 6 7.1 23.2 6 7.4

Transport a 0.01 6 0.12 43.5 6 61.9 19.6 6 153.7

b 0.01 35.7 26.7
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In all seasons, the shortwave cloud (Winton) feedback

gives a negative contribution for all models except for

NCAR CCSM3.0, which has a positive contribution to

the NH polar amplification, and CCCma CGCM3.1

(T47), which has a positive contribution to the SH polar

amplification in their respective summers. For NCAR

CCSM3.0 the partial temperature change due to short-

wave cloud (Winton) feedback in summer is negative

above 808N but positive between 608 and 808N (not

shown), giving an overall positive contribution to the NH

polar amplification. The anticorrelation between albedo

and shortwave cloud feedback is strongest where sea ice

melts and other factors may play an important part in

shortwave cloud feedback over NH high-latitude land. It

should be noted that the error in the shortwave cloud

feedback partial polar amplification for the NCAR

CCSM3.0 model is large, suggesting that this partial polar

amplification could actually be negative. As mentioned

earlier, CCCmaCGCM3.1 (T47) is unusual in not showing

the anticorrelation between surface albedo and shortwave

cloud feedbacks in the SH sea ice zone. Further analysis

would be required to understand why this might be.

The ensemble mean of the annual mean partial

polar amplifications as percentages of the total polar

amplification are given in Table 2. We also give the

annual mean partial polar amplifications as percentages

of the total polar amplification for the multi–model

mean regression results. These data indicate that the

surface albedo feedback gives the greatest contribution

in both hemispheres in the annual mean. In the NH the

next greatest contribution comes almost equally from

the horizontal heat transport and longwave cloudy sky

feedback, followed by the contribution from the water

vapor plus lapse rate feedback. In the SH the next

greatest contribution comes from the longwave cloudy

sky feedback.Horizontal heat transport andwater vapor

plus lapse rate feedback give the next greatest contri-

butions. We find there is generally more intermodel

spread in the annual mean SH polar amplification, but in

both hemispheres this spread comes mostly from the

contributions from horizontal heat transport and short-

wave cloud (Winton) feedback.

f. Patterns of forcing and feedback from HadSM3

experiments

Both the zonal mean instantaneous and regression

forcings were found to be highly inhomogeneous for

the HCabs experiment despite a homogeneous aerosol

FIG. 7. NH partial polar amplifications [Eq. (13)] for each model forced with 2 3 CO2 for the annual mean and the

different seasons. Model numbers are given in Table 1.
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change (Fig. 9a). The zonal mean regression forcing was

found to be more inhomogeneous and considerably re-

duced compared to the instantaneous forcing resulting

in positive forcing in high latitudes and negative forcing

in the tropics. Rapid adjustments in clouds, lapse rate,

and water vapor mixing ratio cause the difference be-

tween the regression and instantaneous radiative forc-

ings. Details of these changes are described more fully

in N. Stuber et al. (2011, manuscript in preparation). We

find our regression forcing is virtually identical to the

instantaneous forcing in the shortwave clear-sky com-

ponent, but the other three components show large

differences particularly in the cloudy sky components

(Figs. 9b, 9c, 9d, and 9e).

The high cloud was found to decrease immediately

whereas the low and mid cloud increase a little im-

mediately and then increase further throughout the

integration. The initial cloud changes result in reducing

the shortwave and longwave cloudy-sky forcings (Figs.

9c and 9e). The further increases in mid and low cloud

combine to form the total cloud feedback.

The equilibrium temperature profile response shows

a decrease in the lapse rate that is particularly strong in

the high latitudes (not shown). In the global mean, this

lapse rate decrease is alreadymanifested after two years.

This would give a negative forcing in the global mean.

The water vapor mixing ratio initially increases in the

troposphere (positive forcing) but in the stratosphere it

decreases in the tropics (negative forcing) and increases

in the high latitudes (positive forcing). The combined

effects of lapse rate and water vapor adjustments give

rise to the longwave clear-sky component of the re-

gression forcing (Fig. 9d). Throughout the integration

there is a further decrease in stratospheric water vapor

in the tropics, which would contribute positively to the

tropical water vapor plus lapse rate feedback.

The feedbacks from regression show similar patterns

for all forcing mechanisms, but the 2 3 CO2 and 12%

solar forcing have the most similar patterns (not

shown). The surface albedo feedback appears stronger

for aerosol forcing than 2 3 CO2 and 12% solar

forcing particularly in the SH and also extends closer

to the equator in the SH owing to the ice edge being

closer to the equator in the colder temperatures of the

aerosol-forced simulations. This can also be seen in the

temperature response due to the surface albedo feed-

back (Fig. 10a). The shortwave cloud (Winton) feed-

back has a more variable pattern for aerosol forcing in

the tropics and is generally more positive for the

HCabs experiment and less positive for the LCscat

FIG. 8. SH partial polar amplifications [Eq. (14)] for each model forced with 2 3 CO2 for the annual mean and the

different seasons. Model numbers are given in Table 1.
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experiment than 2 3 CO2 and 12% solar experiments

(not shown). The water vapor plus lapse rate feedback

and the longwave cloudy-sky feedback show the

greatest variation between forcing mechanisms in the

tropics. The longwave cloudy-sky feedback is also

greater for both aerosol experiments than 23CO2 and

12% solar experiments in the SH sea ice zone and this

is apparent in the temperature response (Fig. 10d).

g. Equilibrium partial temperature changes from

HadSM3 experiments

Equilibrium partial temperature changes for the

HadSM3 experiments are shown in Fig. 10. Given that

the forcing patterns are different for each experiment

we would not expect the temperature changes to be the

same. However, the equilibrium temperature response

pattern in the HCabs experiment does not match the re-

gression forcing pattern in anyway, with cooling happening

almost everywhere and the greatest cooling occurring in

high latitudes (Figs. 10e and 10g) where the forcing is

strongly positive. The equilibrium partial temperature

change due to the horizontal heat transport (Fig. 10f) shows

strongly reduced poleward heat transport in the HCabs

experiment that counteracts the forcing (Fig. 10e). Given

that the zonal mean temperature is cooling throughout the

integration, this implies the change in horizontal heat

transport is manifested early. Analysis found that the

Hadley circulation was slowed down causing the rapid

decrease of stratospheric water vapor in the tropics.

The globalmean equilibriumpartial temperature change

determined from the zonal means divided by the global

mean regression forcing gives a measure of the contri-

bution to the global mean climate sensitivity parameter

(Fig. 11). The HCabs experiment has a higher climate

sensitivity parameter owing to the water vapor plus lapse

rate feedback but also because of the surface albedo

feedback, the horizontal heat transport, and the longwave

cloudy sky feedback. The LCscat experiment has a lower

climate sensitivity parameter because of the shortwave

cloud (Winton) and water vapor plus lapse rate feedbacks.

h. Polar amplification contributions from HadSM3

experiments

The overall polar amplifications for the HadSM3 ex-

periments are given in Table 3. The 12% solar and

LCscat experiments have similar NH polar amplification,

and the 2 3 CO2 experiment has a slightly larger NH

polar amplification. In the SH, the polar amplification is

most similar for the 2 3 CO2 and LCscat experiments

with the 12% solar experiment having the lowest polar

amplification. The HCabs experiment has the largest

polar amplification in both hemispheres by far. We do

not show the polar amplification contributions from

different feedbacks, forcing, and horizontal heat transport,

FIG. 9. Annual mean, zonal mean instantaneous and regression forcing for HadSM3 HCabs experiment. The gray

lines show 62s for the regression forcing.
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but it is clear from Fig. 10 that in the HCabs experiment

the horizontal heat transport plays a far more dominant

role than in the other forcing mechanism experiments

and the radiative forcing gives a strong negative con-

tribution.

5. Conclusions

The eight different CMIP3 models forced with 2 3

CO2 that were analyzed show similar spatial patterns of

feedback with similar seasonal behavior. The greatest

intermodel differences are in the pattern of shortwave

cloud and longwave cloudy-sky feedback in the tropics,

in thewater vapor plus lapse rate feedback in the tropics,

and in the SH sea ice albedo feedback in summer.

We find the greatest intermodel differences in the an-

nual global mean equilibrium temperature response

come from the water vapor plus lapse rate feedback

followedby the shortwave cloud feedback, unlikeDufresne

and Bony (2008) who found the cloud feedback had by

far the greatest intermodel differences. Although in the

annual mean the greatest contribution to polar amplifi-

cation is from the albedo feedback, there is a strong co-

incident negative contribution from shortwave cloud

feedback. Considerable positive contributions from the

longwave cloudy sky feedback and the transport term

occur in autumn and winter. The seasonal transport term

includes both horizontal heat transport and heat stor-

age and further study is required to separate these terms.

FIG. 10. Annual mean, zonal mean equilibrium partial temperature changes for HadSM3 experiments. Note that

for LCscat andHCabs the temperature changes have beenmultiplied by21 for ease of comparison with 23CO2 and

12% solar.

FIG. 11. Components of the climate sensitivity parameter for

HadSM3 experiments. The climate sensitivity parameter is deter-

mined as annual mean, global mean equilibrium partial temperature

changes (determined from zonal mean regression) divided by the

global mean radiative forcing from regression.
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However, Lu and Cai (2009a) find the heat storage

term to be only a secondary cause of the seasonality of

polar amplification, although they do not separate out

the heat transport term from longwave clear-sky terms.

The greatest intermodel spread in the annual mean

polar amplification is due to horizontal heat transport

and shortwave cloud feedback and therefore a better

understanding of these from observations may help

constrain models, although due to large internal vari-

ability in the polar regions, this may be difficult (Stott

and Jones 2009).

Spatial patterns of local climate feedback for a single

model forced with four different forcing mechanisms

having quite different radiative forcing patterns are

quite similar. The equilibrium temperature response

to high-level absorbing aerosol shows considerable

differences compared to other forcing mechanisms in

the contribution from horizontal heat transport and

water vapor plus lapse rate feedback as well as from the

forcing itself, leading to enhanced polar amplification and

a greater climate sensitivity parameter.

Observations of the global mean temperature change

and meridional temperature gradient trends over the

twentieth century cannot be explained by greenhouse

gas, solar, and ozone forcing alone. Shindell and Faluvegi

(2009) use the residual to estimate sulfate (reflecting

aerosol) and black carbon (absorbing aerosol) forcings

over this time period. These estimated forcings are

qualitatively consistent with historical emissions. Their

calculations required the response per unit forcing for

different forcing mechanisms in different regions, which

they obtained from a single model. Since the mid-1970s

the difference between the Arctic and SH extratropics

temperature has been increasing. Shindell and Faluvegi

(2009) suggest that ozone, black carbon, and the aerosol

indirect effect have had a large impact on Arctic ampli-

fication owing to their inhomogeneous distribution.

Although our absorbing aerosol experiment was not re-

alistic, it shows that an inhomogeneous distribution of

aerosols is not required to produce an inhomogeneous

forcing or response, and that the response is strongly de-

pendent on changes in heat transport and the associated

amplification of feedbacks. Further work is still required

to unravel the complex nature of aerosol forcing, the as-

sociated potentially strong semidirect effects, and the

considerable changes to poleward heat transport before

specific causes of recentArctic temperature change can be

confidently attributed.
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